Minutes from Subject Area Team Games meeting
17 June 2020 at 14.00-15.30 via Zoom

Participants
- Trine Møller
- Mads Kjeldgaard Caspersen
- Eva Hauerslev
- Hajo Backe
- Mike Hyslop Graham
- Martin Pichlmair
- Jonathan Jung Johansen
- Alberto Giudice
- Paolo Burelli
- Søren Sønderskov Hansen

Absent
- Sebastian Risi

Agenda

1. Approval of agenda
Agenda is approved.

2. Approval of minutes from meeting 27 May 2020
Minutes approved.

3. Information
Study and Career Guidance
Intro Days
- Introduction for new students will be down to one day due to restrictions enforced by Covid-19
- The coordinator is working on alternative solutions for social events and engagement
- HoP will make a presentation for the students. It will be different and if students or teachers have any ideas for how to handle this let Trine now.
- Trine will let teachers know what elements have been cancelled – then teachers can incorporate them into a class (if relevant)

Study Board
Last meeting
- At the last meeting, evaluation of courses and projects were discussed – the question was how to look at data and who should look at the data.
- Comments
  - The email notifying students that evaluation is upcoming should come when the evaluation is actually open and it could be a wonderful idea to state what course or project should be evaluated.
  - Should HoP be able to see the evaluation reports on all courses on the programme?
Next meeting
- The meeting is cancelled due to lack of topics

Events
Summer Games event
- Takes place tomorrow on twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/itu_games
- It is looking good – thanks to many SAT members for all the help.
- Many guests, students and teachers will join.

Graduation event
- This year the event will be online – bachelor students and master students on separate days

Students
- Students are focusing on exams so no news.

4. Study Programme Report
Please, find the report draft attached.

Martin has written most of it but there are some activities, like Summer Games, that have not been completed yet. The mapping will be done before handing it in. The central item of the report is the action plan for the next year.

Comments / discussion points
- Games scores too low in Uddannelseszoom but it is difficult to know what exactly the issue exactly.
  - How is Uddannelseszoom done? When are students approached?
  - It is done every two years but not sure when students get the survey
- Employment numbers – SAT talked about how those numbers are measured
- Workload on the 2nd semester: has it actually been lowered? Students think it is still immense. Martin would like to know more, and the SAT students and Martin will talk about it after the meeting.
- The mention of Cross-Dit in 3.6 – does this make sense to mention it here? The global aspect is not really apparent in the course.

Martin will send the finished report to SAT before handing it is.

5. Tech track changes
Paolo presented some rough ideas for changes to the tech track. Faculty will continue to discuss ideas and implement them when relevant.

Søren, Paolo, Martin and Eva will talk about the timeline for course changes.

13. AOB
Feedback from 2018
Mike says thank you to SAT for the past two years. SAT says a BIG THANK YOU to Mike for being a part of SAT! It has been amazing.
Principles for fall 2020
The principles should be decided for this week. This is also really about time as teachers really need time to prepare for the fall and the summer holiday is right around the corner. Martin will schedule a meeting as soon as we know more.